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Abstract
Handwriting analysis is an effective and reliable indicator of personality and behaviour. It occurs in several stages. Initially, the handwriting samples
are collected on plain paper. For better appearance, pre-processing steps such as binarization and noise removal etc are performed. First step begins
with considering colour image or gray scale image as an input, then thresholding converts the image into binary image and noise removal technique
is also applied. Then line segmentation, word segmentation and character segmentation are performed. After each segmentation process, normalization techniques are applied for normalization purpose to find out space between lines, words and letters in handwriting images. Finally, the mean of
the space between all the closed loops formed by the characters has been found out and compared with the word spaces to determine the character.
This paper focuses on efficient method of space analysis in handwritten document. The proposed method based on determination of behaviour based
on space analysis. The proposed method was tested on images of IAM database which detect the exact space in between lines, words and characters
before and after skew normalization of a document. The experimental result shows that proposed algorithm achieves more than 63% accuracy.
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1. Introduction
Handwriting analysis has been a topic of intensive research
interest. Handwriting analysis has four parts- pre-processing, segmentation, feature extraction and classification. Amongst them, image
pre-processing1,16 is used to improve the quality of the image for easy
*Author for correspondence

and efficient processing in future procedure. The steps of pre-processing are namely thresholding6,7 and noise removal8,30. Thresholding
process converts gray scale image into binary scale and noise removal
technique improves the quality of the image. Noise can appear in the
foreground or background of an image and can be generated before or
after scanning.
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Several types of the noises can appear in the scanned handwriting
document. Feature extraction, the most crucial task which extracts the
feature from the segmented image using various techniques. The last
step is classification method which is the main attraction of the handwriting recognition technique.
This paper concentrates on space analysis i.e. determination of
behaviour on the basis of comparison of space between words and
the space between the closed loops formed by the characters. How the
space analysis of a handwritten document before skew normalization
differs from that after the skew normalization is also an important perspective of this paper. Whereas skew2,10–13 in handwriting document
can occur due to the humans’ behaviour as well as by the scanner during the scanning process. After applying skew normalization, it was
found that the space calculation before and after skew normalization was varying in case of same document. It may increase as well as
decrease after the skew. In the case of correct orientation of the pages,
handwriting document still consists of positive and negative skews2,10–13
due to variation in writing. Thus on its application, the changed results
on the now rotated lines are found to be more accurate. Accordingly,
the space calculations state the behaviour characteristics of a person
predefined in previous papers.
Technically, skew is defined as a deviation in the alignment of the
straight line i.e. a slant. Skew can be either clockwise i.e. positive skew
or anti-clockwise i.e. negative skew. But at the time of recognition of
the procedure, handwriting document should be free from the skew for
better appearance. Skew normalization is a compulsory requirement for
character segmentation. There are four types of skew available - Negative,
Positive skew, Normal and Wavy skew, which are shown in Figure 1.
Examples of positive skewed and negative skewed words are shown
in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b). The movement of the positive skew is
towards the clockwise direction and movement of the negative skew is
towards the anti-clockwise direction.
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Figure 1.

Example of the positive skewed word and negative skewed word are shown in Figure 2(a) a
2(b). The movement of the positive skew towards the clockwise direction and movement of the
Orientation of skew.
skew towards the anti-clockwise direction.

Figure 2. (a) Example of positive skewed and (b) negative skewed
words.

Figure 2. (a) Example of positive skewed and (b) negative skewed words.
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found to have errors. There are previous methods have been proposed
in past research2,10–13 for skew detection and normalization of document image. On applying any of these methods, skew normalization is
possible. However, he have used a different method here31,32.
This paper proposed an efficient method for behaviour or character
classification based on space analysis on handwriting documents. The
proposed method is based on space calculations before and after skew
normalization13 and comparison of the space between words and that
between the closed loops of the letters in a document. This method
efficiently can deal with higher as well as smaller skew of handwriting
document. Proposed approach is much efficient to deal with the words
like “pot”, “gauge”, “below” etc where more number of letters in the
words consists of closed loops.

Figure 3 shows the closed loop of letters in words of the handwriting image. The handwriting is considered to be written on a blank plain
A4 sheet of paper. Wherever words like “below”, “gauge”, “pot”, etc are
found, the proposed method detects the closed loop of “b”, “o”, “g”, etc
and calculates the radii of all such characters and stores in an array.
Then the sum of the diameters of all such characters is calculated and
their mean is found out34. Now, this mean space between the loops
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Figure 3. Closed loop of letters in words.

Figure 3. Closed loop of letters in words.
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Figure 3 shows the closed loop of letters in
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In graphology spacing implies the distance maintained between the
lines, words and letters by the writer. Spacing can reveal various personality constructs like the writer’s closeness with people, and also his
intelligence. Spacing can be identified into two main groups as wide or
narrow as shown in table below:
In 2013, A. Roy, T.K. Bhowmik, S.K. Parui and U. Roy10 proposed
novel approach to word spacing. If the spacing between words in your
handwriting is very wide, it clearly shows that the writer has developed
trust issues and therefore he is unable to establish a steady relationship
with fellow humans around him. Such writers mostly keep quiet and
avoid getting into discussions and arguments.

3. Proposed Work
Skew is defined as a deviation in the alignment of the straight line i.e.
a slant. In general, skew is measured depending on the baseline. Space
calculation between lines, words and characters are done on original
handwritten document and that after skew normalization on same
sample. According to the review2,10–12 in the previous section, there are
several pre-defined behavioural characteristics analyzed on the basis
of spacing. Previously proposed assumptions2 only stated the characteristics but have not showed it by any specific calculative method.
The most important thing is that review methods only stated the traits
based on assumptions and thus it is tested whether previous assumptions11 are efficient to deal with actual documents.
The proposed work deals with identification of behaviour traits
with the help of space analysis11, thus comparing the space between
the closed loops of letters with the space between the words and this
proposed method is not concerned about the other characteristics of
handwriting analysis.
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At first, in our proposed work, the colour handwriting documents
from surroundings or gray scale handwriting documents are collected
from the IAM database. For better appearance, the gray scaled handwriting is converted to binary image. Handwriting text lines are then
segmented from the handwriting images and the proposed method is
applied on the segmented lines to find the space calculations between
lines, words and characters on the original document. Skew normalization is applied on segmented lines to normalize them. Again it is
applied to find out the space calculations on the modified skewed
document similarly to get accurate results. The skew normalization
technique9 is applied on the segmented lines. On completion of these,
the mean of the diameter of the loops between the letters of words is
compared with the space between the words to determine the personality trait.
In the proposed method for calculating the space between lines,
words and characters, firstly, it is required to find out the space between
the words by segmentation2,4 and projection profile2. The space values
before and after skew is calculated by the previous proposed methods. Now, the mean of the diameters of all closed looped characters
is calculated32. This mean space between the loops of these c haracters
is compared with the space between the words of that document.
The details approach for space calculations according to original and
skewed documents are explained in the experimental section34.

4. Algorithm
4.1 Algorithm 1
Line_spacing calculation on original document:
Steps:
1.	hor<- horizontal_projection(img); // hor is an array
which stores sum of pixels of a row
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2. for (each element in hor)
3.	if value>10000 // checking presence of
written pixel, value is
received after trying out
on several samples
4.
start of new line
5.
for(each element in hor)
6.
if(value>10000)
7.
continue;
8.
Else
9.
line ends;
10.
store starting and ending points
in “lines” matrix (one-dimensional)
11.
Endif
12.
exit inner loop;
13. continue outer;
14.	lines(3)-lines(2) gives the space between Line no. 1 and Line no. 2,
lines (5)-lines (4) gives the space between Line no. 2 and Line no. 3
15.	using this we calculate total space and the “total space/total linecount” operation gives the line space mean result
In the above Algorithm (Algorithm 1) we have calculated the space
between the lines on the original document. During line extraction,
we are storing the starting row pixel and the ending row pixel in an
array named “Lines”. For example, Lines (1) and Lines (2) depict the
starting and ending row pixel respectively of Line no. 1 and likewise
Lines (3) and Lines (4) depict line no. 2. Now we can calculate the
space between lines by calculating the difference between Lines (3)
and Lines (1).

4.2 Algorithm 2
Word_spacing calculation on original document: Steps:
Steps:
42
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1. linestart=1; pos=size_of(lines) // no. of lines∗2
2. while(linestart<=pos) do
3.	new=img(lines(linestart):lines(linestart+1)) // assigning image
of a line in new matrix
4.	ver<- vertical_projection(new) //finding vertical projection
in order to separate words
5.
for(each element in ver)
6.
if(value>450)     //checking presence of written
pixel, value is tried out on other samples
7.
hash(i)=hash(i-1)+1;	  //hash matrix
defines consecutive written pixels depicting a word
8.
else
9.
hash(i)=0;
10.
endif
11.
endfor
12.
word_extract(new); //extraction of words
13.	wordstart=1; posw=size_of(words) //words contains starting
and ending position of all words in the line
14. while(wordstart<=posw) do
15.	new_word=img(words(wordstart):words(wordstart +1)) // assigning image of a line in new matrix
16.	totalwordspace=totalwordspace+words(wordstart)words(start-1) //calculation of word space
17. char_extract(new_word);
In the above Algorithm (Algorithm 2) we have calculated the space
between the words of a line in the original document. During word
extraction, we are storing the starting column pixel and the ending
column pixel n a array named “Words”. For eg, Words (1) and Words
(2) depict the starting and ending column pixel respectively of Word
no. 1 and likewise Words (3) and Words (4) depict word no. 2. Now
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we can calculate the space between words by calculating the difference
between Words (3) and Words (1).

2. Now we can calculate the space between characters by calculating
the difference between Chars (3) and Chars (1).

4.3 Algorithm 3

4.4 Algorithm 4

Char spacing calculation on original document:
Steps:
1.	ver<- vertical_projection(new_word) //finding vertical projection
in order to separate words
2. for(each element in ver)
3.	  if(value>450)  //checking presence of
written pixel, value is similar
4.	  hashw(i)=hashw(i-1)+1;  //hash matrix
defines consecutive written pixels depicting a character
5.
else
6.
hashw(i)=0;
7.
endif
8.
endfor
9.	/∗same steps as in word_extract and here we store characters in
“chars” array.∗/
10. /∗ calculation of space∗/
11. start=3;
12. while(start<=posc) //posc signifies no. of chars in the word
13.
totalcharspace=totalcharspace+chars(start)-chars(start-1);
14. endwhile

Line spacing calculation on skewed document:
Steps:
1.	hor<- horizontal_projection(rotated); // hor is an array which
stores sum of pixels of a row
2. for (each element in hor)
3.	if value>10000 // checking presence of written pixel, value is
received similarly
4.
start of new line
5.
for(each element in hor)
6.
if(value>10000)
7.
continue;
8.
else
9.
line ends;
10.
store starting and ending pointst
in “lines” matrix (one-dimensional)
11.
endif
12.
exit inner loop;
13. continue outer;
14.	lines(3)-lines(2) gives the space between Line no. 1 and Line no. 2,
lines(5)-lines(4) gives the space between Line no. 2 and Line no. 3
15.	using this we calculate total space and the “total space/total linecount” operation gives the line space mean result

In the above Algorithm (Algorithm 3), we have calculated the space
between the characters of a word in the original document. During
character extraction, we are storing the starting column pixel and the
ending column pixel n an array named “Chars”. For example, Chars (1)
and Chars (2) depict the starting and ending column pixel respectively
of Character no. 1 and likewise Chars (3) and Chars (4) depict word no.
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In the above Algorithm (Algorithm 4) we have calculated the space
between the lines on the skewed document. This is same as Algorithm
1, the only exception is that it is for original image thus (img) and this
is for skewed image thus (rotated) in Line No.1.
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Table 2.

Function description

Function Name

Function Description

imfindcircles

Find out the closed loops of word image

hash

To implement hash matrix

horizontal_projection

Horizontal Projection

lines

Assigning image of a line in a new matrix

vertical_projection

Vertical Projection to separate words

word_extract

To extract words

char_extract

To extract characters

rotate

Rotate the image with given degree

After this, Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 are repeated again to find
the space between words and characters on the skewed document.

Figure
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Figure 5.

Figure 6.

4.5 Algorithm 5
Calculation of radii of the closed loops of the letters in a skewed
document:
Steps:
1. rgb=imread(img);
2. gray_image=convertToGrayScale(img);
3. [centers,radii]=imfindcircles(gray_image,[1
30]," Object Polarity", "dark", "Sensitivity", 0.9);
4. [centersBright,radiiBright]= imfindcircles(rgb,[1
30]," Object Polarity", "bright", "Sensitivity", 0.9);
In the above Algorithm (Algorithm 5) we use the function imfindcircles() to detect circular objects within the radius range of 1 to 30
units. By the „bright„ keyword we mean all the bright circular objects
which we eventually take into the calculations of mean.
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Table 3. Space calculation result produced by proposed method
on original document
Sl. no

Line Space

Word Space

Character Space

1

62.41

40.93

1.0996

2

14

11

3.42

3

28.25

19.68

0.8971

4

22

31.4

2.81

5

17.8

6.8

3.43

6

14.5

5.25

1.78

7

22.14

26.4182

1.04

8

32.37

11.59

1.53

9

7.2

23.59

1.63

10

14.21

11.24

1.72

11

13.18

13.97

1.14

12

16.37

17.94

Table 4. Space calculation result produced by proposed method
on skew normalized document
Sl.
no

Line space = after Skew
Normalization

Word Space after Skew
Normalization

Character Space after
Skew Normalization

1

33.25

13.95

1.0932

2

11

11.73

1.0932

3

38.40

22.86

1.21

4

18.52.

32.33

8204

5

9.4286

11.5625

3.7165

6

6.6429

6.3333

1.7964

7

14.1429

27.2581

1.1779

8

5.5

10.96

1.73

9

29.45

24.20

1.58

10

6.78

11.777

1.704

11

8.700

14.75

1.22

1.53

12

10.50

18.67

1.55

5.619

14.868

1.51

13

9.171

10.9385

1.48

13

14

25.33

14.4615

0.71

14

8.88

15.52

1.17

1.21

15

7

4.400

1.28

15

8.07

3.27

analyze character based on calculation of the space between the
lines, words and characters on the original document and on the
skewed document from these segmented lines and those of closed
loop of characters.
Example of original un-normalized text lines of IAM database are
shown in Figure 4. First step involves segmentation of line from the
original un-normalized document. Then words and characters are segmented from the text lines. Sample output for words and characters
segmented from text line is shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
The text line, shown in Figure 4 contains the negative skew and
that after applying skew normalization method where line is totally
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Table 5.

Character analysis based on space calculation

Sl. No.

No. of Loops
Detected

Radius
(mean)

Diameter
(mean)∗2

Character Analysis

1

767

4.16

16.64

Narrow-minded

2

100

3.24

12.96

Narrow-minded

3

723

3.46

13.84

Broad-minded

4

872

5.10

20.40

Broad-minded

5

521

3.21

12.84

Narrow-minded
(Contined)
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Figure 9(a). Sample original text image from IAM database.
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Figure 9 (a) Sample original text image from IAM database. (b) Sample
recognized closed loops of the words of image from IAM database.
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Character analysis based on space
calculation

balanced and normalized with respect to baseline is shown in Figure 7.
After normalization, the words and characters are segmented from the
text lines and samples of segmented word and character are shown
in Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b). Training set of all the experiment has
been carried out on total number of 500 text images. The experimental results before and after skew normalization process, are shown in
Table 3 and Table 4.
In above Figure 8 (a) and Figure 8 (b) contains extracted word and
character from skew normalized document respectively after applying
the skew normalization method.
The space between the lines, words and characters are thus calculated from these images. The experiment results which were tested on

No. Radius( Diameter
Sl. of mean
(
Character
Loop
No. s
)
mean) Analysis
Detecte
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the dataset are shown in Table 3. The significant results of the proposed
method are shown in Tables 3 and 4.
From the above Table 5, it is cleared that proposed method is
much efficient for behaviour analysis and can also deal with different
skew.
If double the diameter mean of the closed loops of characters is less
than word space after skew normalization, the person is broad-minded
and vice-versa35. The success rate for this process of the proposed
method is 63% better than the other methods. The failure cases of the
proposed method are mainly caused by misclassified to lower case
letters.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
The method has been proposed to detect the skew and normalize the
skew for the writers’ handwriting in current scenario. Using the proposed method 96% lines and words were normalized perfectly with
very small error rate and the character analysis based on space calculation is found with 63% accuracy.
The future work can include more handwriting features with the
proposed method removing the overlapping loops detected and some
constant factor and obtain the more robust system.
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